
USB Camera
Best Remote Work Helper During The Epidemic



Background

As the COVID-19 continues to spread, 

many countries have adopted preventive 

measures to fight against the pandemic, 

such as closing companies temporarily and 

restricting people’s movement in public.

Under the current situation, the demand of  

remote video conferences and remote 

teachings are increasing rapidly.



Isolate in Distance

Not in Business



High Definition

 High performance CMOS image sensor with 720P, 1080P, 5MP resolution.

 0.5-5m AF(auto focus) range, adaptive video scene and user distance.

 H.264 encoding brings smooth and high quality video with low bandwidth.



High-quality Audio

 Built-in 2 mics which support all-

dimensional stereo pickup to 

ensure up to 5m pickup distance.

 Advanced audio noise reduction 

and beamforming technology can 

effectively reduce the noise to  

bring users high-quality audio. 



Simple Operation

 Real plug & play

 Support USB2.0, USB1.1 port

 Driver-free adaption to 

various operation systems 

(Windows, Linux, Mac OS and 

Android, etc.)



Compatibility

Support UVC protocol, compatible with various video conference platforms



Privacy Protection

Privacy mask switch

realizes effective protection 

of personal privacy



Easy Installation

 The USB camera is designed 

with standard threaded 

holes and can be used with 

a tripod.

 The USB camera is designed 

with a clamp and can be 

placed  on computer display 

or desktop as you wish.



Applications

Remote Teaching
Easy to operate. By simply connecting the 

USB camera to the computer,  teachers and 

students can take classes remotely.



Applications

Remote Video 

Conference
Even far away from office, you can also 

have meetings with your colleagues. The 

USB camera lifts the distance limit and 

improves work efficiency.



Product Models

Model DH-UZ2 DH-UZ3 DH-UZ3+ DH-UZ5+

Picture

Resolution 720P 1080P 1080P 5MP

Audio Distance 5m 5m 5m 5m

Auto Focus - - Support Support

Status Light Blue Blue Red & Blue Red & Blue

*Status indicator: Red - Power on, Blue-Video on.



C5B0

 10x optical zoom，AGC、

WDR, AWB

 Pan: ±90° ,Tilt: ±20°

 Presets: 255

C4A0

 Built-in mic & speaker

 Manually adjust the lens angle

 Vertical design, suitable for any 

plane

C3A0

 2D & 3DNR

 Up to 3m pickup distance

 120 ° horizontal field of view

Additional Models



 All-in-one design

 Built-in conference software

 One-click to start

 4K ultra-clear video

 Multi-touch screen

Allow users to enjoy every moment of 

the meeting.

[ Intelligent Tablet]

ALL IN ONE
Projector + Electronic Whiteboard + Video Conference + 

Tablet PC + Conference Audio System

Additional Models



THANK  YOU
USB Camera - Isolate in Distance, Not in Business


